Abstract. A notion of generalized n-semimodularity is introduced, which extends that of (sub/super)modularity in four ways at once. The main result of this paper, stating that every generalized (n : 2)-semimodular function on the nth Cartesian power of a distributive lattice is generalized n-semimodular, may be considered a multi/infinite-dimensional analogue of the well-known Muirhead lemma in the theory of Schur majorization. This result is also similar to a discretized version of the well-known theorem due to Lorentz, which latter was given only for additive-type functions. Illustrations of our main result are presented for counts of combinations of faces of a polytope; one-sided potentials; multiadditive forms, including multilinear ones -in particular, permanents of rectangular matrices and elementary symmetric functions; and association inequalities for order statistics. Based on an extension of the FKG inequality due to Rinott & Saks and Aharoni & Keich, applications to correlation inequalities for order statistics are given as well.
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Summary and discussion
As pointed out e.g. in [3, 4] , the notion of submodularity has become useful in various areas: combinatorial optimization, with many applications in operations research; machine learning; computer vision; electrical networks; signal processing; several areas of theoretical computer science, such as matroid theory; economics. One may also note the use of this notion in potential theory [6] , as a capacity is a submodular function.
Let L be any distributive lattice; for definitions and facts pertaining to lattices, see e.g. [11] .
A function λ : L → R is called submodular if
for all f and g in L. A function λ is called supermodular if the function −λ is submodular, and λ is called modular if it is both submodular and supermodular. See e.g. [24, 18, 9, 19, 25, 4] . Let us say that a function µ log-submodular if ln µ is submodular. The log-submodularity condition and the corresponding logsupermodularity condition were referred to in Karlin and Rinott [13, 14] as the multivariate total positivity of order 2 (MTP 2 ) and the multivariate reverse rule of order 2 (MRR 2 ), respectively. As noted by Choquet [6, §14.3] , a nondecreasing function λ is alternating of order 2 iff it satisfies inequality (1.1), that is, λ is submodular; it was also shown in [6] that the classical Newtonian capacity is such a function. The log-supermodularity condition is the condition under which the famous Fortuin-Kasteleyn-Ginibre (FKG) correlation inequality [8] holds. Therefore, using inequality (2.9) together with the FKG inequality and its generalizations, we will be able to obtain the corresponding applications, in Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12.
More generally, let R be any set, endowed with a transitive relation ⋊ ⋉, so that for any a, b, c in R one has the implication a ⋊ ⋉ b & b ⋊ ⋉ c =⇒ a ⋊ ⋉ c. For any natural n, let us say that a function Λ : L n → R is generalized n-semimodular if Λ(f 1 , . . . , f n ) ⋊ ⋉ Λ(f n:1 , . . . , f n:n ) for all f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ L n , where f n:1 , . . . , f n:n are the "order statistics" for f defined by the formula (1.2) f n:j = i∈J f i : J ∈ [n] j for j ∈ [n] := 1, n, with
[n] j denoting the set of all subsets J of the set [n] such that the cardinality of J is j. Here and in the sequel we use the notation α, β := {j ∈ Z : α ≤ j ≤ β}. In particular, f n:1 = f 1 ∧· · ·∧f n and f n:n = f 1 ∨· · ·∨f n .
For any function λ : L → R, let the function Λ λ : L 2 → R be given by the formula Λ λ (f, g) := λ(f ) + λ(g) for f and g in L. Then, obviously, λ is submodular or supermodular or modular if and only if Λ λ is generalized 2-semimodular with the relation "⋊ ⋉" being "≥" or "≤" or "=", respectively.
Thus, the notion of generalized n-semimodularity extends that of (sub/super)modularity in four ways at once: (i) the function Λ may be a function of any natural number n of arguments, whereas λ is a function of only one argument; (ii) in contrast with a general form of dependence of Λ(f 1 , . . . , f n ) on f 1 , . . . , f n , the function Λ λ of two arguments is of the special form, linear in λ(f ) and λ(g); (iii) whereas the values of λ are real numbers, those of Λ may be in any set R; and (iv) we now have an arbitrary transitive relation ⋊ ⋉ over R instead of one of the three particular relations "≥" or "≤" or "=" over R.
For any k ∈ [n], let us say that a function Λ :
In particular, Λ is generalized (n : n)-semimodular if and only if it is generalized n-semimodular.
Whenever the relation "⋊ ⋉" is denoted as "≥" or "≤" or "=", let us replace "semi" in the above definitions by "sub", "super", and "", respectively. For instance, "generalized n-modular" will stand for "generalized n-semimodular" with the relation "⋊ ⋉" being "=".
The main result of this note is
The necessary proofs will be given in Section 3. As will be seen from the proof of Theorem 1.1, the condition that the function Λ be generalized (n : 2)-semimodular can be relaxed to the following: for each j ∈ 1, n − 1 and each
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 will not hold in general if the lattice L is not assumed to be distributive. For instance, let L be defined by the set [5] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} with the partial order being the subset of the natural order ≤ on the set [5] with elements 2, 3, 4 now considered non-comparable with one another, so that the resulting order relation is the set {(f, f ) : (1, 4) , (2, 5) , (3, 5) , (4, 5) , (1, 5)}; then, in particular, 2∧3 = 1 and 2∨3 = 5. This lattice is one of the simplest examples of non-distributive lattices. It is isomorphic to the diamond lattice M 3 -see e.g. [11, page 110] . Let n = 3, R = R, and define the function Λ :
3 . Then one can verify directly -by a straightforward but tedious calculation consisting in checking 2 × 5 3 = 250 inequalities, two inequalities for each
-that this function Λ is generalized (3 : 2)-submodular. However, Λ is not generalized 3-submodular, because for f = (2, 3, 4) one has (f 3:1 , f 3:2 , f 3:3 ) = (1, 5, 5) and Λ(f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ) = Λ(2, 3, 4) = 148 ≥ 160 = Λ(1, 5, 5) = Λ(f 3:1 , f 3:2 , f 3:3 ).
Remark 1.3.
A well-known fact, which will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 1.1, is the representation theorem due to Birkhoff and Stone stating that any distributive lattice L is isomorphic to a lattice of subsets of (and hence to a lattice of nonnegative real-valued functions on) a certain set S, depending on L (see e.g. [11, Theorem 119] ). For such a lattice of functions, the "order statistics" f n:1 , . . . , f n:n are uniquely determinined by the condition that (1.3) f n:1 (s) ≤ · · · ≤ f n:n (s) and {{f n:1 (s), . . . , f n:n (s)}} = {{f 1 (s), . . . , f n (s)}} for each s ∈ S, where the double braces are used to denote multisets, with appropriate multiplicities. To quickly see why this is true, one may reason as follows: Let us now use condition (1.3) to define f n:1 , . . . , f n:n . Note that the value of the right-hand side (rhs) of (1.2) at any point s ∈ S is invariant with respect to all permutations of the values f 1 (s), . . . , f n (s). So, the value of the rhs of (1.2) at s will not change if one replaces there f 1 , . . . , f n by f n:1 , . . . , f n:n , and this value will equal f n:j (s). Thus, the definition of f n:1 , . . . , f n:n by means of formula (1.3) is equivalent to the one given by (1.2), if the lattice L is already a lattice of real-valued functions on S. Moreover, it is clear now that, if the lattice L is distributive, then definition (1.2) can be rewritten in the dual form, as
On the other hand, it can be seen that, if L is not distributive, then this duality can be lost and each of the definitions (1.2) and (1.4) of f n:j can be rather unnaturally skewed up or down. For instance, in the counterexample given in Remark 1.2, for f = (2, 3, 4) we had (f 3:1 , f 3:2 , f 3:3 ) = (1, 5, 5) according to definition (1.2), but we would have (f 3:1 , f 3:2 , f 3:3 ) = (1, 1, 5) according to (1.4) .
However, one may note that the right-hand side of (1.4) is always ≤ than that of (1.2); this follows because for any J ∈
[n] n+1−j and any K ∈
[n] j there is some k ∈ J ∩ K, and then i∈J f i ≤ f k ≤ i∈K f i .
In view of the lattice representation theorem cited in Remark 1.3, Theorem 1.1 may be considered a multi/infinite-dimensional analogue of the well-known Muirhead lemma in the theory of Schur majorization (cf. e.g. [17, Lemma 2.B.1, page 32]), which may be stated as follows: for vectors x and y in R n such that x ≺ y (that is, x is majorized by y), there exist finitely many vectors x 0 , . . . , x m in R n such that x = x 0 ≺ · · · ≺ x m = y. However, no direct multi-dimensional extension of the Muirhead lemma seems to exist, even in two dimensions (see e.g. [20, page 11] ).
For functions that are "infinite-dimensional" counterparts of the "m-dimensional" function Λ : L m → R given by the formula of the additive form
Lorentz [16] obtained a result similar to Theorem 1.1; for readers' convenience, let us reproduce it here: For each j ∈ [n], let f * j denote the equimeasurable decreasing rearrangement [10] of a function f j : (0, 1) → R. Let a real-valued expression
holds for all bounded positive measurable functions f 1 , . . . , f n from (0, 1) to R if and only if the following two conditions hold:
n , and i, j in [n] such that i < j; here, in each of inequalities (1.7) and (1.8), the arguments of Φ that are the same for all the four instances of Φ are omitted, for brevity.
To establish the connection between Lorentz's result and our Theorem 1.1, suppose e.g. that each of the functions f 1 , . . . , f n in [16] is a step function, constant on each of the intervals ( . In fact, in the proof in [16] the result is first established for such step functions f 1 , . . . , f n . It is also shown in [16] that, for such "infinitedimensional" counterparts of the functions given by the "additive" formula (1.5), the sufficient condition is also necessary. In turn, as pointed out in [16] , the result there generalizes an inequality in [23] . Another proof of a special case of the result in [16] was given in [5] .
Illustrations and applications
2.1. A general construction of generalized n-submodular functions from submodular ones. Recall here some basics of majorization theory [17] . For x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) in R n , write x ≺ y if
n for some open interval I ⊆ R and the function F is continuously differentiable then, by Schur's theorem [17, Theorem A.4] , F is Schur-concave iff (
. Suppose that a real-valued function λ defined on a distributive lattice L is submodular and nondecreasing, and a function
R n ∋ x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → F (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is
nondecreasing in each of its n arguments and Schur-concave. Then the function
2)-submodular and hence generalized nsubmodular.
A rather general construction of submodular functions on rings of sets is provided by [6, §23.2], which implies that ∪-homomorpisms preserve the property of being alternating of a given order, and the proposition at the end of [6, §23.1], which describes general ∪-homomorpisms as maps of the form
where S and T are sets and G ⊆ S × T ; in the case when G is (the graph of) a map, the above notation G(A) is of course consistent with that for the image of a set A under the map G; according to the definition in the beginning of [6, §23] , a ∪-homomorpism is a map ϕ of set rings defined by the condition ϕ(A ∪ B) = ϕ(A) ∪ ϕ(B) for all relevant sets A and B.
Therefore and because an additive function on a ring of sets is modular and hence submodular, we conclude that functions of the form
are submodular, where µ is a measure or, more generally, an additive function (say on a discrete set, to avoid matters of measurability). From this observation, one can immediately obtain any number of corollaries of Proposition 2.1 such as the following:
. . , x n ) be nondecreasing in each of its n arguments and Schur-concave. Then the function Λ = Λ α,β,γ : L n → R defined by the formula
n is generalized (n : 2)-submodular and hence generalized nsubmodular.
For readers' convenience, here is a direct verification of the fact that maps of the form (2.2) are submodular: noting that
and using the additivity of µ, we have
for all relevant sets A and B.
2.2. Generalized one-sided potential. Let here L be the lattice of all measurable real-valued functions on a measure space (S, Σ, µ), with the pointwise lattice operations ∨ and ∧. Consider the the function Λ : L n → R given by the formula
is a nondecreasing or nonincreasing function, and
is a concave function. Thus, the function Λ = Λ ϕ,ψ may be referred to as a generalized one-sided potential, since the function ϕ is assumed to be monotonic.
3) is generalized (n : 2)-submodular and hence generalized n-submodular.
2.3.
Symmetric sums of nonnegative multiadditive functions. Let k be a natural number. Let L be a sublattice of the lattice R S of all real-valued functions on a set S. Let us say that the lattice
for all f and g in L; further, let us say that a function m :
To state the main result of this subsection, we shall need the following notation: for any set J, let Π J k denote the set of all k-permutations of J, that is, the set of all injective maps of the set [k] to J. Proposition 2.4. Suppose that k and n are natural numbers such that k ≤ n, L is a complementable sublattice of R S , and m :
2)-submodular and hence generalized nsubmodular. Formula (2.5) can be rewritten in the following symmetrized form:
where, for
note that the so-defined function m : L k → R is multiadditive and nonnegative, given that m is so. Also, m is permutation-symmetric in the sense that
Example 2.5. If V is a vector sublattice of the lattice R S and L is the lattice of all nonnegative functions in V then, clearly, L is complementable and the restriction to L k of any multilinear function from V k to R is multiadditive. In particular, if µ is a measure on a σ-algebra Σ over S, V is a vector sublattice of L k (S, Σ, µ), and L is the lattice of all nonnegative functions in V , then the function m : L k → R given by the formula 
Note that the condition d ≤ p is not needed or assumed in Corollary 2.6. Yet another way in which multilinear and hence multiadditive functions may arise is via the elementary symmetric polynomials. Let n be any natural number, and let k ∈ [n]. The elementary symmetric polynomials are defined by the formula
In particular, e 1 (x 1 , . . . , x n ) := j∈[n] x j and e n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) :
Let f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) be the vector of measurable functions f 1 , . . . , f n defined on a measure space (S, Σ, µ) with values in the interval [0, ∞). Then it is not hard to see that the "order statistics" are nonnegative measurable functions as well. As usual, let µ(h) := S h dµ.
If the measure µ is a probability measure, then the functions f 1 , . . . , f n are called random variables (r.v.'s) and, in this case, f n:1 , . . . , f n:n will indeed be what is commonly referred to as the order statistics based on the "random sample" f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ); cf. e.g. [7] . In contrast with settings common in statistics, in general we do not impose any conditions on the joint or individual distributions of the r.v.'s f 1 , . . . , f n -except that these r.v.'s be nonnegative.
Then we have the following.
Corollary 2.7.
In particular,
This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4 and formula (2.6), since the product µ(f 1 ) · · · µ(f k ) is clearly multilinear and hence multiadditive in (f 1 , . . . , f k ).
To deal with cases when some of the µ(f j )'s (or the µ(f n:j )'s) equal 0 and other ones equal ∞, let us assume here the convention 0 · ∞ := 0. One may note that, if the nonnegative functions f 1 , . . . , f n are scalar multiples of one another or, more generally, if f π(1) ≤ · · · ≤ f π(n) for some permutation π of the set [n], then inequality (2.8) turns into the equality.
As mentioned above, in Corollary 2.7 it is not assumed that f 1 , . . . , f n are independent r.v.'s. However, if µ is a probability measure and the r.v.'s f 1 , . . . , f n are independent (but not necessarily identically distributed), then µ(f 1 ) · · · µ(f n ) = µ(f 1 · · · f n ) = µ(f n:1 · · · f n:n ) by the second part of (1.3), and so, (2.9) can then be rewritten as the following positive-association-type inequality for the order statistics:
Let now ψ be any monotone (that is, either nondecreasing or nonincreasing) function from [0, ∞] to [0, ∞]. For f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) as before, let
Then for j ∈ [n] one has (ψ • f ) n:j = ψ • f n:j if ψ is nondecreasing and (ψ • f ) n:j = ψ • f n:n+1−j if ψ is nonincreasing. Thus, we have the following ostensibly more general forms of (2.9) and (2.10):
Corollary 2.8.
If µ is a probability measure and the r.v.'s f 1 , . . . , f n are independent, then
The property of the order statistics f n:1 , · · · , f n:n given by inequality (2.12) may be called the diagonal positive orthant dependence -cf. e.g. Definition 2.3 in [12] of the negative orthant dependence.
Immediately from Theorem 1.1 or from inequality (2.11) in Corollary 2.8, one obtains Corollary 2.9. Take any p ∈ R \ {0}. Then
for any r ∈ (0, ∞), and
for any r ∈ (−∞, 0). Here we use the conventions 0 t := ∞ and ∞ t := 0 for t ∈ (−∞, 0). We also the following conventions: 0 · ∞ := 0 concerning (2.13) and 0 · ∞ := ∞ concerning (2.14).
Consider now the special case of Corollary 2.9 with r = 1/p. Letting then p → ∞, we see that (2.13) will hold with the µ(f p j ) r 's and µ(f p n:j ) r 's replaced there by µ-ess sup f j and µ-ess sup f n:j , respectively, where µ-ess sup denotes the essential supremum with respect to measure µ. This follows because µ(h p ) 1/p −→ p→∞ µ-ess sup h. Similarly, letting p → −∞, we see that (2.14) will hold with the µ(f p j ) r 's and µ(f p n:j ) r 's replaced there by µ-ess inf f j and µ-ess inf f n:j , respectively, where µ-ess inf denotes the essential infimum with respect to µ. Moreover, considering (say) the counting measures µ on finite subsets of the set S and noting that sup h = sup S h coincides with the limit of the net (max J h) over the filter of all finite subsets J of S, we conclude that (2.13) will hold with the µ(f there by sup f j and sup f n:j , respectively. The statement about the limit can be spelled out as follows: sup S h ≥ max J h for all finite J ⊆ S, and for each real c such that c < sup h there is some finite set J c ⊆ S such that for all finite sets J such that J c ⊆ J ⊆ S one has max J h > c. Similarly, (2.14) will hold with the µ(f p j ) r 's and µ(f p n:j ) r 's replaced there by inf f j and inf f n:j , respectively. Thus, we have Corollary 2.10.
Here we use the following conventions: 0 · ∞ := 0 concerning (2.15) and 0 · ∞ := ∞ concerning (2.16).
Alternatively, one can obtain (2.15) and (2.16) directly from Theorem 1.1. Also, of course there is no need to assume in Corollary 2.10 that the functions f 1 , . . . , f n are measurable.
The special cases of inequalities (2.14) and (2.16) for n = 2 mean that the functions h → µ(h p ) r and h → inf h are log-supermodular functions on the distributive lattice (say L Σ ) of all nonnegative Σ-measurable functions on S and on the distributive lattice (say L) of all nonnegative functions on S, respectively.
At this point, let us recall the famous Fortuin-Kasteleyn-Ginibre (FKG) correlation inequality [8] , which states that for any log-supermodular function ν on a finite distributive lattice L and any nondecreasing functions F and G on L we have
Then we immediately obtain 
any finite sub-lattice of the lattice L, and let F and G be nondecreasing functions from L
• to R. Then
As shown by Ahlswede and Daykin [2, pages 288-289], their inequality [2, Theorem 1] almost immediately implies, and is in a sense sharper than, the FKG inequality. Furthermore, Rinott and Saks [22, 21] and Aharoni and Keich [1] independently obtained a more general inequality "for n-tuples of nonnegative functions on a distributive lattice, of which the Ahlswede-Daykin inequality is the case n = 2." More specifically, in notation closer to that used in the present paper, [1, Theorem 1.1] states the following:
Let α 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 , . . . , β n be nonnegative functions defined on a distributive lattice L such that
where
Note that the definition of the "order statistics" used in [1] is different from (1.2) in that their "order statistics" go in the descending, rather than ascending, order; also, the term "order statistics" is not used in [1] .
In view of this result of [1] and our Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10, one immediately obtains the following statement, which generalizes and strengthens Corollary 2.11: Corollary 2.12. Let F 1 , . . . , F n be any finite subsets of the lattice L Σ . For each j ∈ [n], let
for any r ∈ (−∞, 0). Similarly, let now F 1 , . . . , F n be any finite subsets of the lattice L. Then
hj ∈Fn:j inf h j .
Comparing inequalities (2.13) and (2.14) in Corollary 2.9 or inequalities (2.15) and (2.16) in Corollary 2.10, one may wonder whether the FKG-type inequalities stated in Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12 for the functions h → µ(h) r with r < 0 and h → inf h admit of the corresponding reverse analogues for the functions h → µ(h) r with r > 0 and h → sup h. However, it is not hard to see that such FKG-type inequalities are not reversible in this sense, a reason being that the sets F n:j may be much larger than the sets F j .
E.g., suppose that n = 2, S = R, µ is a Borel probability measure on R, 0 < ε < δ < 1, N is a natural number, F 1 is the set of N pairwise distinct constant functions f 1 , . . . , f N on R such that 1 − ε < f j < 1 + ε for all j ∈ [n], and F 2 = {g 1 , . . . , g N }, where g j := (1 − δ)1 (−∞,j] + (1 + δ)1 (j,∞) and 1 A denotes the indicator of a set A. Then it is easy to see that each of the sets F 2:1 and F 2:2 is of cardinality N 2 . So, letting δ ↓ 0 (so that ε ↓ 0 as well), we see that, for any real r, the right-hand side of (2.17) goes to N 4 whereas its left-hand side goes to N 2 , which is much less than N 4 if N is large.
Example 2.13. Closely related to Example 2.5 is as follows. Suppose that (S, Σ) is a measurable space, µ is a measure on the product σ-algebra Σ ⊗k , and L is a subring of Σ. Then L is complementable and the function m : L k → R given by the formula
where card stands for the cardinality and G is an arbitrary subset of S k . If G is symmetric in the sense that (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ G iff (s π(1) , . . . , s π(k) ) ∈ G for all permutations π of the set [k], then G represents the set (say E) of all hyperedges of a k-uniform hypergraph over S, in the sense that (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ G iff {s 1 , . . . , s k } ∈ E.
We now have another immediate corollary of Proposition 2.4: Corollary 2.14. Suppose that k and n are natural numbers such that k ≤ n, (S, Σ) is a measurable space, µ is a measure on the product σ-algebra Σ ⊗k , and L is a subring of Σ. Then (2.20)
Proofs
One may note that formula (3.3) in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below defines a step similar to a step in the process of the so-called insertion search (cf. e.g. [15, Section 5.2.1] (also called the sifting or sinking technique) -except that here we do the pointwise comparison of functions (rather than numbers) and therefore we do not stop when the right place of the value f n+1 (s) of the "new" function f n+1 among the already ordered values f n:1 (s), . . . , f n:n (s) at a particular point s ∈ S has been found, because this place will in general depend on s. So, the proof that (3.3) implies (3.6) may be considered as (something a bit more than) a rigorous proof of the validity of the insertion search algorithm, avoiding such informal, undefined terms as swap, moving, and interleaving.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us prove the theorem by induction in n. For n = 1, the result is trivial. To make the induction step, it suffices to prove the following: For any natural n ≥ 2, if the function Λ : L n → R is generalized (n : 2)-submodular and the function L n−1 ∋ (f 1 , . . . , f n−1 ) → Λ(f 1 , . . . , f n ) is generalized (n − 1)-submodular for each f n ∈ L, then Λ is generalized n-submodular. Thus, we are assuming that the function Λ : L n → R is generalized (n : 2)-submodular and
, where f n−1:1 , . . . , f n−1:n−1 are the "order statistics" based on (f 1 , . . . , f n−1 ).
Take indeed any (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ L n . Define the rectangular array of functions (g k,j : k ∈ 0, n − 1, j ∈ [n]) recursively, as follows:
and, for k ∈ 1, n − 1 and j ∈ [n],
By the (3.1) and (3.2),
Moreover, for each k ∈ 1, n − 1,
since Λ is generalized (n : 2)-submodular. It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
It remains to verify the identity (3.6) (g n−1,1 , . . . , g n−1,n )
= (f n:1 , . . . , f n:n ).
In accordance with Remark 1.3, we may and shall assume that the distributive lattice L is a lattice of nonnegative real-valued functions on a set S, so that (1.3) holds for each s ∈ S.
In the remainder of the proof, fix any s ∈ S. Then {{g 0,1 (s), . . . , g 0,n (s)}} = {{f 1 (s), . . . , f n (s)}}, by (3.2) and the second part of (1.3) used with n − 1 in place of n; also, for each k ∈ 1, n − 1,
by (3.3) . So,
Therefore, to complete the proof of (3.6) and thus that of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that (3.7)
g n−1,1 (s)
which will follow immediately from Lemma 3.1. For each k ∈ 1, n − 1, the following assertion is true for all s ∈ S:
Indeed, (3.7) is the first clause in assertion (A k ) with k = n − 1. Thus, what finally remains to prove Theorem 1.1 is to present the following.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For simplicity, let us be dropping (s) -thus writing g k,j , f n , . . . in place of g k,j (s), f n (s), . . . . We shall prove Lemma 3.1 by induction in k ∈ 1, n − 1. Assertion (A 1 ) means that g 1,1 ≤ · · · ≤ g 1,n−2 , g 1,n−1 ≤ g 1,n , and g 1,n−2 ≤ g 1,n if 1 ≤ n − 2. So, in view of (3.3) and (3.2), (A 1 ) can be rewritten as follows: f n−1:1 ≤ · · · ≤ f n−1:n−2 , f n−1:n−1 ∧ f n ≤ f n−1:n−1 ∨ f n , and f n−1:n−2 ≤ f n−1:n−1 ∨ f n ; all these inequalities are obvious. So, (A 1 ) holds.
Take now any k ∈ 2, n − 1 and suppose that (A k−1 ) holds. We need to show that then (A k ) holds.
For all j ∈ 1, n − k − 2 ∪ n − k + 2, n − 1, we have j + 1 ∈ 1, n − k − 1 ∪ n − k + 2, n, whence, by (3.3) and the first clause of (
If j = n − k + 1 then the condition k ∈ 2, n − 1 implies j ≤ n − 1, and so, by (3.3) and the second and first clauses of (A k−1 ),
Thus, in view of (3.8), the first clause of (A k ) holds. Also, if k ≤ n − 2 then, by (3.3) and the first clause of (
,n−k+1 = g k,n−k+1 , so that the second clause of (A k ) holds as well. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Thus, Theorem 1.1 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Take any (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ L n . Corollary B.3 in [17] states that x ≺ y iff x is in the convex hull of the set of all points obtained by permuting the coordinates of the vector y. Also, since the function λ is nondecreasing, we have λ( 
, we see that
, by the submodularity of λ. Therefore and because F is nondecreasing (in each of its n arguments) and Schur-concave, we conclude that
Quite similarly,
for all i ∈ 1, n − 1, so that the function F is indeed generalized (n : 2)-submodular and hence, by Theorem 1.1, generalized n-submodular.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. In view of Theorem 1.1, it is enough to show that the function Λ = Λ ϕ,ψ is generalized (n : 2)-submodular. Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we may and shall assume that the function ϕ is nondecreasing, since Λ ϕ − ,ψ = Λ ϕ,ψ , where ϕ − (u) := ϕ(−u) for all real u. Also, w.l.o.g. ψ(0) = 0 and hence Ψ(0) = 0.
Take
where 
Since the function ψ is convex, it follows from (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) , and (3.15) that (3.16)Ψ(f 1 − f 2 ) ≤Ψ(|f 1 − f 2 |).
Further, take any j ∈ 3, n.
Moreover, since ϕ is nondecreasing, S ϕ • (g j ∨ h j ) dµ is no less than each of the integrals S (ϕ • g j ) dµ and S (ϕ • h j ) dµ. So, in view of (2.4) and the convexity of the function ψ, one has Ψ(g j ) + Ψ(h j ) ≤ Ψ(g j ∧ h j ) + Ψ(g j ∨ h j ). Similarly, because S ϕ • (−(g j ∧ h j )) dµ is no less than each of the integrals S ϕ • (−g j ) dµ and S ϕ • (−h j ) dµ, one has Ψ(−g j ) + Ψ(−h j ) ≤ Ψ(−(g j ∧ h j )) + Ψ(−(g j ∨ h j )). So, by (3.9),Ψ(g j ) +Ψ(h j ) ≤Ψ(g j ∧ h j ) +Ψ(g j ∨ h j ).
Therefore, by (3.10), (3.11), and (3.16), Λ(f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , . . . , f n ) ≤ Λ(f 1 ∧ f 2 , f 1 ∨f 2 , f 3 , . . . , f n ). Similarly, Λ(f 1 , . . . , f j−1 , f j , f j+1 , f j+2 , . . . , f n ) ≤ Λ(f 1 , . . . , f j−1 , f j ∧ f j+1 , f j ∨ f j+1 , f j+2 , . . . , f n ) for all j ∈ 1, n − 1.
Thus, the function Λ is generalized (n : 2)-supermodular, and so, by Theorem 1.1, it is generalized n-supermodular. Fix any (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ L n . Then, in view of the permutation symmetry of m defined by (2.7), . . . , f n−2 , f n−1 ∧ f n , f n−1 ∨ f n ) = λ 2 (f n−1 ∧ f n , f n−1 ∨ f n ) + λ 1 (f n−1 ∧ f n ) + λ 1 (f n−1 ∨ f n ) + λ 0 .
Proof of Proposition 2.4.
Note that the function λ 2 : L 2 → R is 2-additive and permutation-symmetric, and the function λ 1 : L 2 → R is additive. Take any f and g in L. Then (f ∨g)∧f = f and (f ∨g)\f = g\f . So, by the additivity of λ 1 we have λ 1 (f ∨g) = λ 1 (f )+λ 1 (g\f ), whereas λ 1 (f ∧ g) + λ 1 (g \ f ) = λ 1 (g). So, (3.19) λ 1 (f ∧ g) + λ 1 (f ∨ g) = λ 1 (f ∧ g) + λ 1 (f ) + λ 1 (g \ f ) = λ 1 (f ) + λ 1 (g).
By the 2-additivity and permutation symmetry of λ 2 and because the function λ 2 is 2-additive, permutation-symmetric, and nonnegative, we have (3.20)
≤ λ 2 (f, g).
It follows from (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) , and (3.20) (with f = f n−1 and g = f n ) that Λ m (f 1 , . . . , f n−2 , f n−1 ∧ f n , f n−1 ∨ f n ) ≤ Λ m (f 1 , . . . , f n ).
Therefore, being permutation-symmetric, the function Λ m is indeed generalized (n : 2)-submodular. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, Λ m is generalized n-submodular.
